Co-eds Help to Develop Social Side of Life

A Senior Expresses Such an Opinion and He Really Knows

ATTEND SAME CLASSES

When a Carolina Man Goes Out To Talk About Women

Stay He Generally Knows How to Get a Girl for Himself In Case of Need

Being a member of the student body at Carolina I wish to express here to all of you an opinion expressed by an educator.

In the first place, let me state that I am glad to find that opposition to the thought to education is apparent as it once was. This means that the people are beginning to realize its values and are getting the situation in its true light. This fact is further evidenced by the tremendous growth of our student body. Within the past few years we have had 100 co-eds. In this number we have some of the finest girls to be found in the State. In South Carolina, in which state this is the entire country, there are more than twenty thousand young women who are not at the time engaged in education.
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